Quantitative Structure-Pharmacokinetic Relationships for drug distribution properties by using general regression neural network.
Quantitative Structure-Pharmacokinetic Relationships (QSPkR) have increasingly been used for developing models for the prediction of the pharmacokinetic properties of drug leads. QSPkR models are primarily developed by means of statistical methods such as multiple linear regression (MLR). These methods often explore a linear relationship between the pharmacokinetic property of interest and the structural and physicochemical properties of the studied compounds, which are not applicable to those agents with nonlinear relationships. Hence, statistical methods capable of modeling nonlinear relationships need to be developed. In this work, a relatively new kind of nonlinear method, general regression neural network (GRNN), was explored for modeling three drug distribution properties based on diverse sets of drugs. The three properties are blood-brain barrier penetration, binding to human serum albumin, and milk-plasma distribution. The prediction capability of GRNN-developed models was compared to those developed using MLR and a nonlinear multilayer feedforward neural network (MLFN) method. For blood-brain barrier penetration, the computed r(2) and MSE values of the GRNN-, MLR-, and MLFN-developed models are 0.701 and 0.130, 0.649 and 0.154, and 0.662 and 0.147, respectively, by using an independent validation set. The corresponding values for human serum albumin binding are 0.851 and 0.041, 0.770 and 0.079, and 0.749 and 0.089, respectively, and that for milk-plasma distribution are 0.677 and 0.206, 0.224 and 0.647, and 0.201 and 0.587, respectively. These suggest that GRNN is potentially useful for predicting QSPkR properties of chemical agents.